
SENSASIA URBAN SPA ADDS THE ULTIMATE PRENATAL 
TREATMENT TO ITS MUCH-LOVED SENSMAMA MENU

Pregnancy is a time of miraculous transformation and true beauty. But, it’s also tough on the body,  
making tailored massage and skin-specific treatments even more important and beneficial for mums-to-be. 

SensAsia Urban Spa’s SensMama menu was created for Dubai mums; by Dubai mums. Including a 
hand-crafted selection of exceptional pre- and postnatal body treatments, it has been developed – 

and personally bump-tested – by SensAsia founder and mum of twin girls, Salina Handa. “I swore by 
SensMama during my own pregnancy. The menu grew along with me, and it has continued to do so ever 
since,” says Salina. “We have looked after such a devoted following of mums-to-be across the 10 years of 

SensMama, and each pregnant body has taught us how to enhance this incredible, life-changing time.”

In response to a significant surge in SensMama treatment bookings and client comments throughout 
2016, SensAsia has launched a brand new, premium prenatal package for November, combining its most 

popular treatments to create the ultimate pregnancy pamper journey – for body, mind and bump! 

The Luxe Mum-To-Be is a delectable 135 minutes in duration. It begins with the coveted Yummy Mummy-
To-Be – a specialised, bump-friendly massage delivered by SensAsia’s expert therapists, who undergo 

extensive training to achieve complete confidence in the hugely varying needs of pregnant women during 
their second and third trimesters. Ladies are guided into the most comfortable and safest positions for their 

individual state, while the full body is massaged to ease tension, muscle fatigue and fluid retention. 

The Luxe Mum-To-Be continues with the Bliss Fabulous Facial – a brand new, complexion-perfecting facial 
from the cult NYC-born brand that is completely customisable to leave skin fresh, bright and squeaky clean. 
Mama Mio’s Lighter Legs treatment completes this head-to-toe journey, including a soothing rosewood foot 
soak, light exfoliation and therapeutic massage, to take the weight off, and leave ladies far more ‘floaty’! 

The Luxe Mum-To-Be costs 799dhs, representing a 125dhs saving on the individual treatments. 

The Luxe Mum-To-Be is the latest addition to SensAsia Urban Spa’s SensMama menu, which has been 
increasingly regarded as the go-to list of pre- and postnatal treatments among Dubai females for a decade. 

SensAsia Urban Spa was in fact named Best Spa in the people’s choice Sassy Mama Dubai Awards  
2016 just this month, and receives regular gleaming feedback from the city’s yummiest mummies  

and antenatal professionals. “SensAsia has been on speed dial since I arrived in Dubai. From innovative 
treatments, to the best ginger tea in town, the spas are truly my retreat from the chaos of daily life.  

Their Yummy Mummy-To-Be massage is an essential pregnancy pamper,” says Helen Farmer, founder  
and editor of The Mothership and winner of the Time Out Dubai Kids Parent Blog of 2016 Award. 

 
SensAsia Urban Spa’s full SensMama menu is detailed below. SensMama treatments are available across 

all four SensAsia locations and can also be purchased as gift vouchers. See: www.sensasiaspas.com 
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EDITORʻS NOTES: SensAsia Urban Spas are located at The Village in Jumeirah, Emirates Golf Club, 
Palm Jumeirah and Souk Al Manzil in Downtown Dubai. For more information, online bookings and 
purchases and a full treatment menu, visit www.sensasiaspas.com

PRESS IMAGES: A full selection of high resolution images can be downloaded via the link below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sxi8w5m4m7jzj9q/AAAhP9f134vA2YsF-iZDjaZla?dl=0

PRESS CONTACT: For more press information on all aspects of SensAsia Urban Spas, plus images, review 
and interview opportunities, contact Sarah Walker-Dufton at Media Maven. 
Email: sarah@mediamavenuae.com or call +971 56 609 3878

About SensAsia Urban Spa:
SensAsia Urban Spa is the largest independent spa chain in the UAE, which celebrates a sparkling 12 years of providing 
unique pamper havens to the masses of spa-ites in the Middle East in 2016. With its uber-chic day spa locations, located in
premium city spots, SensAsia offers a sensory journey through blissfully indulgent experiences – stemming from Balinese 
grace, Japanese elegance and Thai tradition. It all began with The Village, Jumeirah, where founder Salina Handa created 
the ultimate sanctuary for health and wellness-savvy ‘Jumeirah Janes’ back in 2004. The SensAsia family then spread to 
Emirates Golf Club and Palm Jumeirah, and most recently the Downtown Dubai hub of Souk Al Manzil.
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THE SENSMAMA MENU AT SENSASIA URBAN SPA

THE LUXE MUM – 135 minutes / 799dhs
The ultimate pamper package for every pregnant woman! She will float home after a Yummy Mummy-
To-Be massage, complexion-perfecting Bliss Fabulous Facial and therapeutic Lighter Legs treatment.

YUMMY MUMMY-TO-BE MASSAGE – 60 minutes / 399dhs & 90 minutes / 499dhs  
A specialised, bump-friendly massage, expertly-delivered in complete comfort. Targets muscle pain and 
uses hand-picked products to prevent stretch marks, relieve fatigue, hydrate skin and ease fluid retention. 

YUMMY MUMMY & DADDY-TO-BE MASSAGE – 90 minutes / 889dhs
The perfect time out for soon-to-be parents. A Yummy Mummy-To-Be for her, and a choice of SensAsia’s  
most popular signature massages for him, taken side-by-side in a sumptuous couple’s suite.

MUMMY MASSAGE & MORE – 120 minutes / 699dhs
Relax the maxed-out mum-to-be and feel the benefits before, during and after giving birth. Start with 
the Yummy Mummy-To-Be massage, followed by a complexion-perfecting Bliss Fabulous Facial.

I’M A MUMMY NOW – 60 minutes / 399dhs
Recover and relax with this much needed healing hour. A full body massage to realign and restore a 
post-baby body, using the natural, effective creams that have made Mama Mio so famous. 

YUMMY TUMMY – 15 minutes / 85dhs
A must-do for every growing bump. Total belly-basking goodness with luxe layers of Omega 3, 6 and 9. 

TEMPLE TIME – 45 minutes / 300dhs
She will dream about the baby on the way with this heavenly hot frangipani oil head massage. 

SCRUB-A-DUB-MUM – 30 minutes / 245dhs
Improves circulation as SensAsia therapists scrub away dead skin cells in those hard to reach areas.

LIGHTER LEGS – 30 minutes / 225dhs
Soothing foot soak, light exfoliation and therapeutic massage for heavy lower legs, using Mama Mio.


